This paper presents a generalized integrated framework of semi-automatic surgical template design. Several algorithms were implemented including the mesh segmentation, offset surface generation, collision detection, ruled surface generation, etc., and a special software named TemDesigner was developed. With a simple user interface, a customized template can be semi-automatically designed according to the preoperative plan. Firstly, mesh segmentation with signed scalar of vertex is utilized to partition the inner surface from the input surface mesh based on the indicated point loop. Then, the offset surface of the inner surface is obtained through contouring the distance field of the inner surface, and segmented to generate the outer surface. Ruled surface is employed to connect inner and outer surfaces. Finally, drilling tubes are generated according to the preoperative plan through collision detection and merging. It has been applied to the template design for various kinds of surgeries, including oral implantology, cervical pedicle screw insertion, iliosacral screw insertion and osteotomy, demonstrating the efficiency, functionality and generality of our method.
cutting guide can be designed. However, the limitation is that the interobserver variation of the surgical procedure was not investigated. In addition, the software was not a general one, but just for the corrective osteotomy surgery.
Currently, some commercially available CAD software's in industry such as Imageware (Siemens PLM Software, Germany), UG (Siemens PLM Software, Germany), Pro/E (PTC, USA), Geomagic Studio (Geomagic, USA), Paraform (Paraform, USA), CopyCAD (Delcam, UK), STTIM100 (CISIGRAPH, France), ICEM Surf (ICEM, UK), etc. have been used for the design of customized surgical templates. For example, Hu et al. 6 designed customized surgical templates through Imageware for the C2 translaminar screw insertion. Hirao et al. 7 utilized Magics RP (Materialise, Leuven, Belgium) to design a drilling template for arthrodesis of the first metatarsophalangeal (MTP-1) joint. However, it requires high level of the engineering background to improve the efficiency of the template design, and the support from the engineers is necessary for some cases. Since the traditional CAD softwares are not dedicated for the surgical template design, the usage may be too complicated and difficult for a surgeon to learn. For example, Oka et al. 8 took several hours to design a custom-made osteotomy template for corrective osteotomy using Magics RP. Zhang et al. 9 and Chen et al. 10 reported very complicated procedures of the usage of the software of Mimics (Materialise, Leuven, Belgium) and Imageware respectively for the design of the patient-specific acetabular navigational template and iliosacral screw insertion template.
Sometimes, surgeons may need the support from professional engineers at companies for the template design. For example, Vasak 11 had to send the preoperative planning data to a certified manufacturing facility (Nobel Biocare, Kloten, Switzerland) for the design and manufacturing of a stereolithographic implantation template with appropriate guide sleeves. Stockmans 12 also reported that he received the engineering services provided by the Materialise Company (Leuven, Belgium) for the design and fabrication of the patient-specific SurgiCase ® surgical guides. Nowadays, there are also two other commercially available methods 1. Some preoperative planning software suppliers provide the services of template design and fabrication. For example, NobelGuide TM (Nobel Biocare, Gothenburg, Sweden) and SurgiGuide ® (Materialise Dental, Leuven, Belgium) systems are utilized for the preoperative planning of dental implant surgery. Then, the planning data is transferred to a certified manufacturing facility for template design and manufacturing (Vasak et al. 13 ). However, a relatively long delivery time is required for this kind of method. In addition, in most cases, the final products obtained from the software suppliers cannot be optimized further since the surgeons are not able to participate in the process of template design. 2. There are some available software with the function of template design as well. For example, the software of Signature TM Personalized Patient Care (SPPC) (Biomet Inc., Warsaw, USA) is utilized for the design of a drilling and cutting template for total knee arthroplasty (Boonen et al. 14 ). The CoDiagnostiX TM (Straumann, Basel, Switzerland) is used to design a drilling guide for oral implantology (Flügge et al. 15 ). Although these commercial solutions allow template modification and even local design and fabrication, they are just applicable for very limited kinds of surgery. For example, the CoDiagnostiX TM and 3Shape Dental System TM (3shape A/S, Copenhagen, Denmark) are only used for the dental restoration and orthodontics, and the SPPC is for the orthopedics, etc. As for many other kinds of surgeries such as pedicle screw insertion and osteotomy, a general software for customized template design is not reported.
Therefore, semi-automatic algorithms for surgical template design were presented is this paper and then a general computer-aided design software was developed. With a simple user interface, a template can be designed and optimized through several simple interactive steps within only a few minutes. The output file is saved as the common Standard Template Library (STL) format and can be directly fabricated using 3D printing technology. Especially, the software can be utilized for various kinds of surgeries, ranging from the oral implantology as far as to the pedicle and iliosacral screw insertion.
In addition, this study involves some typical topics in the field of modeling and computer graphics including mesh segmentation, offset surface generation, Boolean operation, and ruled surface generation.
Mesh segmentation. Existing mesh segmentation approaches can be roughly categorized into two groups based on the goal of segmentation 16 , no matter if they are automatic, semi-automatic or interactive. One is to segment mesh into meaningful parts, mostly volumetric, according to intuitive understanding of object components. Concavity or curvature is often utilized as key measure for the algorithms. For instance, Jagannathan and Miller 17 put forward a mesh segmentation approach using curvedness-based region growing. Au et al. 18 described an automatic mesh segmentation algorithm through locating concave creases and seams using a set of concavity-sensitive scalar fields.
The other works aim at segmenting mesh into patches under the predefined criteria or just based on the trajectory defined by the user. For example, Cohen-Steiner et al. 19 presented an approximation for the segmentation optimization problem by iterative clustering. Zhang et al. 20 proposed a feature-based patch creation algorithm for manifold mesh surfaces. Our method belongs to the second class. Here, the target region is partitioned from the input mesh to obtain the inner surface of the template according to the cutting boundary indicated by the user. In an existing method utilized by Gregory et al.
21
, Wong et al. 22 Zockler et al.
23
, etc., a vertex sequence in order is specified by the user, and then the mesh is segmented along the shortest path generated from the vertex sequence. However, because the path is along the edges of the triangle cells, the jaggies usually occur at the border of the segmentation result. In this study, the vertex distance scalars are utilized to partition the mesh. Original triangle cells may be cut through and new triangle cells are generated, resulting in smoother segmentation border.
Offset surface generation.
To obtain the offset surface of a triangulated mesh, a common method is to offset the triangles or vertices directly along the normal directions. However, the offset of triangles will lead to gaps between the adjacent triangle cells, while the offset of vertices will lead to intersection when the offset distance is larger than the minimum radius of curvature in the concave region. Several algorithms have been developed to solve this problem. Koc et al. 24 for example presented a non-uniform method for offsetting, as well as an average surface normal method to detect correct offset contours. Jun et al. 25 on the other hand, developed a curve-based method in which the curves were obtained from slicing the offset elements by the drive planes. Furthermore, in the method of Qu et al. 26 , the offset vector of each vertex was calculated by the weighted sum of the adjacent facet normal. Moreover, Kim et al. 27 proposed an offset method using the multiple normal vectors of a vertex. Most of these offset methods are utilized for rapid prototype or NC milling tool path generation aiming at obtaining the precise offset result. Nevertheless, in our case, the outer surface should be as smooth as possible, only reflecting a general trend of the inner surface without details, so the precise offset is not suitable. In this study, distance field of the inner surface is established with the method of Payne and Toga 28 . Then the distance field is contoured to generate isosurface with marching cubes algorithm.
Boolean operation and ruled surface generation. As a typical issue in computer graphics, Boolean operation has been studied for many years. However, even some famous commercial CAD software's have problems in Boolean operation when the models are complex. Robustness and time complexity are two major challenges. Wang 29 described an approach for approximate Boolean operations of two polygonal mesh solids with Layered Depth Images. However, the resulted mesh may be self-intersected. Feito et al. 30 presented a method for Boolean operation on triangulated solids, which is based on a straightforward data structure and the use of an octree. We, however, aim at simplicity and reduction in time complexity, Boolean operation is simplified for collision detection and merging in that only "union" is employed in our case so that the automatic identification of relevant parts according to Boolean operation type can be omitted.
As for the ruled surface, it is utilized to merge patches together, including the connection of the inner and outer surfaces, and merging relevant parts after collision detection. Fuchs et al. 31 proposed a valid method to simplify the problem of ruled surface determination to shortest-path problem in a directed graph. However, the algorithm for the solution of shortest-path is complicated, and not suitable for our case. So we proposed a label setting algorithm that is utilized for the solution of shortest-path problem.
Results
A general framework of semi-automatic surgical template design was introduced and several algorithms including inner surface generation, outer surface generation, ruled surface, collision detection and merging were presented. On the basis of these algorithms, a software named TemDesigner (The screenshot of the software is shown in Fig. 2) was developed under the platform of Microsoft Visual Studio 2008 (Microsoft, Washington, USA). Some famous Open Source toolkits including VTK (Visualization Toolkit, an open-source, freely available software system for 3D computer graphics, image processing and visualization, http://www.vtk.org/) and Qt (a cross-platform application and UI framework, http://qt-project.org/) were involved. Several cases of customized template design for various kinds of surgeries were conducted using TemDesigner. No specific condition was required for mesh tessellation or concavity for those cases. With the manually-drawn curves indicating the target regions and relative input parameters, the templates can be generated automatically and rapidly. The results shown in below demonstrated the effectiveness and generality of our approach.
Oral implantology. The preoperative planning for oral implantology was accomplished through the software named CAPPOIS 32 (Computer-Assisted Preoperative Planning for Oral Implant Surgery, Institute of Biomedical Manufacturing and Life Quality Engineering, Shanghai Jiao Tong University, Shanghai, China) to determine the optimal positions and orientations of implants. The surface mesh of dentition was generated based on the registration, which means superimposing the three-dimensional laser-scanned model of plaster casts of dentition onto the three-dimensional skull model reconstructed from CT images. The detailed design procedure is shown in Fig. 3 . Firstly, initial control points were indicated by the user and the contour curve was generated and updated dynamically ( Fig. 3(1) ). After the target region was determined ( Fig. 3(2) ), the initial base template without drilling tubes was generated automatically (Fig. 3(3) ). Then, the axes of virtual preoperative planned implants were imported, indicating the positions and orientations of the drilling tubes ( Fig. 3(4) ). With related parameters including inner and outer radii and length of tubes input by the user, the final tooth-supported template was generated automatically (Fig. 3(5,6) ).
Cervical pedicle screw placement. For the pedicle screw placement, how to provide good anchoring without unexpected perforation poses a great challenge for surgeons. Intraoperative navigation using optical tracking device can be an effective method. However, the registration process is usually quite time-consuming. For each vertebra, a separate registration step is demanded, which typically spends about 15 minutes 33 . This means the operating time will be increased with the added amount of vertebras for insertion, leading to a higher risk of intraoperative infection. The use of a surgical template is a feasible solution. In our case, the surface mesh of vertebral column was reconstructed with CT data using Slicer 4.3 (a free, open source software package for visualization and medical image computing, http://www.slicer.org/). Figure 4 shows the process of template design for the cervical pedicle screw insertion. The target region was defined to cover the lamina and spinous process in a lock-and-key type for stability of positioning during the surgery. The thickness of template was set as 2.5 mm to ensure suitable strength. The orientations of drilling tubes were determined according to preoperative planned trajectory.
Iliosacral screw insertion. The iliosacral screw fixation has been widely used for the stabilization of unstable pelvic fractures. Customized templates for the iliosacral screw insertion can be a good option to achieve accurate screw placement, reduction of radiation exposure and surgical time compared with traditional methods of fluoroscopic detection. The CT data of the patient were imported into Slicer 4.3 to reconstruct the 3D model of pelvic girdle. The target region was designed to cover the iliac crest for fixation during surgical operation. The drilling tube was oriented through the sacro-iliac joint into sacrum. The design procedure and results are illustrated in Fig. 5 . Osteotomy. Customized templates are widely used for the treatment of cubitus varus deformity in osteotomy. Different from the templates mentioned above, there's no drilling tube on the template of osteotomy. During the surgery, the template is placed at the target region of the bone. Then, the bone can be resected along with the borderline of the template. Figure 6 shows the design procedure and the result of a template for osteotomy.
In order to evaluate the quality of the designed guides, the actual template and adjacent tissue models have been fabricated through the 3D printing technology (shown in Fig. 7 ). The verification result demonstrated the unique topography between the match surface of the templates and the adjacent tissues. In addition, the previous pilot study 32 proved that the fixation of the templates was unique, stable, and reliable, and the accuracy of surgical outcome can meet the clinical requirement and more clinical trials will be conducted in the future.
All the experimental results were conducted on a PC with Intel Core i5-3210 with a 2.50 GHz CPU, 6 GB memory and a 64-bit Windows 7 operating system. Table 1 shows the property of the input surface models and the corresponding computing time of each step during the procedure of the template design. In this table, time of the initial template generation is the sum of 'Inner surface segmentation' , 'Offset of inner surface' , 'Generation of points for outer surface segmentation' , 'Outer surface segmentation' and 'Connection of inner and outer surfaces' . For all examples, the overall time for the automatic computing is less than one minute. As for the surface segmentation, the computational complexity of this algorithm is O(N•n), where N is the number of points of the input mesh for segmentation, and n is the number of points for segmentation. That means that the time for inner surface segmentation depends on the scale of the input surface mesh and the length of the curve of target region. For offset of inner surface, the computing time depends on the scale of the inner surface. As for the ruled surface generation, the computing time of this part depends on the sampling step, and the scale of the inner surface and offset surface. Furthermore, the user interaction time including the generation of contour curve and the related Figure 3 . A typical template design process for oral implantology with TemDesigner: (1) Import the 3D model and indicate points surrounding the target region. The curve will be generated and updated dynamically; (2) The target region is determined by the closed curve; (3) Initial template without drilling tubes is generated automatically; (4) Import the axes of virtual implants; (5,6) Final template is generated. parameters setup (such as the thickness of template, the size of implant, etc.) was approximate 8-10 minutes. It was related to the type of surgery, the size and shape complexity of the 3D-reconstructed models, the user operation proficiency, etc.
Discussion
The method for the semi-automatic template design in this study is described as follows: Firstly, a point loop is indicated by the user on the target mesh. Then, for each vertex of the mesh, a signed distance to the input point loop is calculated for contouring to achieve mesh segmentation. Hence, the inner surface is clipped from the entire mesh for exact match and stability of positioning during surgical operation. Subsequently, the distance field of the inner surface is calculated to obtain the offset surface, which will afterwards be segmented to obtain the outer surface of the template. In order to form a closed model, the ruled surface is employed to connect the inner and outer surfaces. The generation of the ruled surface is transferred to the shortest path problem in a directed graph. Finally, the Boolean operation, which is simplified to collision detection and merging, is utilized to add the drilling tubes to the template.
In conclusion, based on the above-mentioned algorithms of TemDesigner presented in the section of "Introduction", surgeons can design and modify the template efficiently with simple interactions, and then fabricate it using 3D printing technology. It can be a very effective way for template design to reduce the delivery time. Drilling and cutting templates for various surgeries, including oral implantology, cervical pedicle screw insertion, iliosacral screw insertion and osteotomy have been semi-automatically designed with TemDesigner, demonstrating the functionality and generality of our method.
In addition, our method using TemDesigner has been compared with the other two kinds of methods (Method 1: Using the Imageware, UG, and Magics RP together; Method 2: Using 3-matic).
The workflow of Method 1 for the template design (take oral implantology as an example) is shown in Fig. 8 . Since the functions involved in these three softwares are very complicated, it requires high level of the engineering background for the user to grasp all of these softwares and accomplish the template design.
As for Method 2, the functions of combining surfaces, repairing and de-featuring, remeshing, modifying and editing, etc. are used for the template design. Although the complexity level of the usage of the 3-matic is lower than Method 1 (for example, no need of importing and exporting), the user is still required to own the engineering background knowledge of geometry design and get very familiar with the 3-matic.
With respect to TemDesigner, the user is only required to indicate some initial control points so that the contour curve is obtained and updated dynamically. Then, after inputting some related parameters, the final surgical template is generated automatically. It also means our method does not require a lot of skills or experiences. Observations compared to commercial software packages are listed in Table 2 , which show the generality, efficiency and less required user background knowledge of our method.
The advantages of our method compared with other widely used methods in literature are as follows:
1. Simple user interface: What the user just needs to do is to indicate a sparse point loop for the target region, import axes from preoperative planning results, and input related parameters. Compared with other traditional CAD software ( 6, 7, 9, 10 ), it is very easy to learn and operate, and it allows the clinical user to design surgical template quickly and modify it conveniently. several hours to design a template. Modification of template design according to the surgeon's demands will add another several days. As for the template designed and fabricated by the software supplier, the delivery time of several days is unavoidable. With our method, it only takes up to a few minutes to finish the template design, and modification is also very efficient. The concrete time cost depends on the mesh tessellation. The output model is in the form of STL so that it can be promptly fabricated through 3D printing technology.
However, a connected mesh is required for the segmentation algorithm in this study. Since "holes" may occur on the surface mesh reconstructed from CT or CBCT data, if those "holes" are quite close to the contour generated dynamically with the indicated control points, the generation of point loop for segmentation may fail, resulting in unexpected clipping result. Besides, the post-processing of the template is also required before it is applied to clinical practice. Similar to the template design using traditional CAD software of mechanical design, morphology of the inner surface is the inverse of the bone surface of the surgical site, guaranteeing unique fitness between the template and the surgical site. However, if the target region on the model surface is complex, for example, in some partially edentulous cases of oral implantology, "shortcut" may happen, i.e., bottom of the template is smaller than the upper part, and then it will not be assembled without additional tuning of the template Table 2 . Observations and comparison among commercial software packages and our proposed method.
inner surface. For further work, a segmentation algorithm that can deal with an unconnected mesh, will be developed. A feasible solution is to detect and patch the holes of the mesh before the segmentation. As for merging, the collision point loop will be used for clipping the two meshes separately. Then, points of the border edge for merging will be modified to ensure closure after merging. This software will be developed as a free extension module of 3D Slicer, the free, open source software package for visualization and image analysis (http://www.slicer.org/). In addition, the function of predicting the stability of the fit of a patient-specific template will be developed in the future work. In the previously published work, Van de Broeck et al. 34 have proposed a method to analyze the contact surface of a customized template and predict how stable the contact on the supporting bone surface will be. We plan to adopt their novel methods in the near future so that it will allow the surgeons to compare different designs during the preoperative design process.
Methods
Overview. The general framework of our approach is shown in Fig. 9 and the user interactions are described in details below:
1. Input Surface Mesh: Generally, 3D models reconstructed from CT or CBCT data are in STL format so that they are polyhedra with triangle faces. If not, the model will be triangulated firstly. 2. Curve for cutting: A closed curve on the surface mesh will be generated with the user points to indicate a target region. The curve can be modified dynamically through adjustment or cancel of the existing control points, or adding new ones. 3. Inner surface generation: With sample points from the curve, the target region is segmented from the input mesh as the inner surface of the template. 4. Outer surface generation: A closed offset surface of the inner surface is firstly achieved by means of distance field method. Then, mesh segmentation is utilized to clip the outer surface from the offset. Sampling points of the inner surface edges are projected to the offset surface to obtain points for clipping. Calculation of signed distance. Suppose the polyline L polyline of List_InitialPoints consists of n segments, it also means there are totally n points in the sequence. For every vertex of the mesh, distances to each of the n segments are calculated and the smallest one is chosen as its scalar. Moreover, for each vertex P i in List_Vertex, the closest point to it lying within the segment which may finally contribute to the scalar is denoted as Q i . After that, the sign of the distance is to be determined. Apparently, the loop of List_Vertex divides the mesh into two parts. The vertices belong to one part are marked positive, and the other negative. The signs of points in List_Vertex are determined as follows: 1. For P i in List_Vertex, among all its neighboring vertices of the mesh except those in List_Vertex, the one whose scalar is the largest is denoted as N i ; 2. If ‖ N i P i ‖ < ‖ N i Q i ‖ , the sign of P i is the same as N i . Otherwise, its sign is opposite to N i .
Segmentation with signed distance. Now, every vertex of the mesh has its own scalar, i.e. signed distance, which will be used to segment the surface. For each triangle of the mesh, three vertices are clockwise denoted as P 0 , P 1 , and P 2 , respectively. If the scalar signs of P i and P (i+1)%3 are identical, then P i is saved as Q i . If the signs of P 0 , P 1 , and P 2 are all positive or negative, Δ Q 0 Q 1 Q 2 is the same triangle as Δ P 0 P 1 P 2 , and there is no new triangle generated. Otherwise, linear interpolation is utilized to insert new vertex, whose scalar is 0, on the edge P i all neighbor vertices of A0, i.e. B 0 , B 1 , B 2 , B 3 , B 4 , B 5 , only  B 0 , B 1 , and B 2 meet the condition < A 0 A 1 , A 0 B i > ϵ [0⁰, 90⁰] . Because B 1 is closest to A 0 A 1 , it is inserted to List_Vertex. Pink segment of List_InitialPoints: the initial segment of user placed points; Red segment of List_ ClosestPoints: the segment of closest points; Blue polyline of List_Vertex: the polyline strictly going along the edges of the mesh.
Scientific RepoRts | 6:20280 | DOI: 10.1038/srep20280 P (i+1)%3 if the signs of P i and P (i+1)%3 are different. Then, a new triangleΔ Q 0 Q 1 Q 2 is generated, dividing the original one Δ P 0 P 1 P 2 into three. Figure 11 is an example demonstrating how the process works.
Points for segmentation. Initial control points are placed by the user to surround a target region on the three-dimensional model surface. These control points can be modified, deleted, or added to adjust the target region. Usually, the initial points won't be dense enough for a segmentation result with smooth edge, taking into account the user-friendliness. Therefore, a method of resampling the spline generated with initial control points more densely was also developed in this study. First of all, cardinal spline is applied for interpolating. However, although the spline passes through the initial points on the surface, the spline itself is not located on the surface. That means, the interpolating points for clipping are most likely not on the surface. To solve this problem, at each current angle of view, world point coordinates of the resample points are converted to display coordinates, which will be converted to world point coordinates again. In consideration of efficiency, the z-buffer method is employed to carry out the second conversion instead of geometric methods, typically a ray cast. The conversion operation is updated in real-time when the next initial point is placed or the last one is deleted. So, if the angle of view is changed, current resample points after coordinate conversion will be saved. After that, the next initial control point placed by the user will start a new spline snippet at the new view angle. The two snippets of two different view angles are connected with smooth curve. Figure 12 demonstrates the curve generated with user defined points and the result of mesh segmentation.
Outer surface generation. As explained above, distance field is contoured to generate isosurface instead of triangle or vertex offset directly. Firstly, a closed isosurface of the inner surface is generated. Then, the mesh segmentation algorithm described above is utilized. The closed surface will be clipped with the points projected from the inner surface border edges to generate the outer surface.
Offset surface. Firstly, the distance field of the inner surface is established with the method of Payne and Toga 35 . A cuboid region, expanded in each of the x-y-z directions properly from the bounding box of the inner surface, is defined. The minimum distance of each sample point in the cuboid region to the inner surface is calculated with the octree-based spatial search method. Subsequently, the distance field is contoured to generate isosurface with specified value of thickness of the template. Then, the method of marching cubes is utilized. Each time eight points of a volume are processed by comparing their scalar value with the specified contour value. Then, through linear interpolating, the vertices of new polygons are obtained. The individual polygons passing through the cubes are finally fused into the isosurface. Figure 13 shows an example of the surface offset result.
Clipping to generate outer surface. The mesh segmentation algorithm is utilized to obtain the outer surface of template. So, point loop on the mesh for clipping is necessary. Since the outline of the outer surface should be similar to the inner one, sampling points of inner surface border edges are projected to the closed surface to obtain segmentation points. To avoid self-intersection of the point loop, for each sampling point, the projection is achieved along the average normal direction within several neighbor points. After clipping is done, the part along with inner surface normal is chosen as the outer surface.
Ruled surface.
To ensure that the model is closed, the border edge points of the connection surface must be just those of the inner and outer surfaces. In order to simplify the algorithm and reduce time costing, ruled surface, i.e., sequence of triangles is utilized to connect inner and outer surfaces. Here, determination of the ruled surface is formulated as some certain kind of shortest path problem in a directed single layer graph 29 . Then label setting algorithm 36 is employed to solve the unconstrained single-source shortest path problem. Suppose the edge contours of inner and outer surfaces, which are actually polylines, be defined by the sequences of m and n ordered discrete points separately. That is, sequence of P 0 , P 1 , P 2 , …, P m−1 represents p, the border edge contour of inner surface, and sequence of Q 0 , Q 1 , Q 2 , …, Q n−1 represents q, the outer one. It is noted, that P 0 follows P m−1 , and Q 0 follows Q n−1 , so p and q separately consists of m and n segments. Here, an approximately optimized result can meet the command so that the two contours are handled as open for reducing complexity. Since one triangle consists of three vertices, it must be {P i , P j , Q k } or {Q i , Q j , P k }. Thus, each triangle consists of one contour segment and two spans. Take {P i , P j , Q k } for example, one contour segment is P i P j , two spans are P i Q k and P j Q k . To ensure that all the m + n points of the contours are the vertices of the ruled surface while avoiding self-intersection, two conditions should be met:
2. The contour segment should be formed with two adjacent vertices.
So, each triangle is defined as either of the form {P i , P i+1 , Q k } or {Q i , Q i+1 , P k }, and each contour segment only contributes to one triangle. Obviously, there are totally m + n − 2 contour segments so that the ruled surface consists of m + n − 2 triangles. Taking into consideration of the two conditions above, for the triangle {P i , P i+1 , Q k }, its adjacent triangle with the common span P i+1 Q k can only be defined as the form of {P i+1 , P i+2 , Q k } or {P i+1 , Q k , Q k+1 }. The next triangle can only be P-succeeded or Q-succeeded. In other words, if the next span is determined, the next triangle is determined. Then the determination of ruled surface is turned into the determination of the sequence of spans. It is easy to point out that the possible sequences which satisfy the criteria are totally Graph theory is employed to calculate the shortest path for the selection of the proper sequence, whose sum of span length is the smallest.
The directed single layer weighted graph G-(V, A) is constructed as follows (shown in Fig. 14) : After the label of the target node V m−1, n−1 is updated, the shortest path can be derived easily on the basis of Prev in the labels from the target node to the source, and Fig. 15 shows the result of automatic connection of inner and outer surfaces of oral implantology template using the above algorithm.
Collision detection and merging. After connection of the inner and the outer surfaces, the initial template is generated. Then, drilling tubes need to be added. Firstly, collision detection is executed to generate the collision polylines and obtain intersection triangles. Secondly, intersection triangles are removed. Thirdly, extract the relevant parts and merge them together through collision polylines with ruled surfaces described above. if intersects and the intersection point is inside Triangle2 the intersection point will be saved and the two triangles be marked else if the two triangles are coplanar and overlapping partially the intersection point of two edges is saved Merging. After the collision detection is finished, one or more polylines are generated by connecting the intersection points together in order. The polyline can be used as point loop for clipping the two surfaces separately. Then, relevant parts are extracted to be fused together. However, different geometric structures, mainly constructions of triangles of the two surfaces, lead to different results of clipping edge, so the two parts can't match exactly at the clipping edge without additional process. In our case, the polyline of intersection points is utilized as the joint edge. All the marked triangles are removed and each original triangulated surface is divided to at least two fragments. Finally, the target parts of each original surface are merged together through filling triangles between the correct edge of fragment and the polyline (as shown in Fig. 16 ).
Collision detection.

